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VICTORIA’S COMMITMENT
TO INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

Being an international
student can be richly
rewarding – and
challenging at the
same time.
That’s why the Victorian
Government has been
working closely with
education providers and
our international student
community since 2014 to create an engaging and
supportive environment for students, one that starts
the moment they book their ticket.
We want students to choose Victoria not just for
our world-class universities, training providers and
research institutions, but also because our state
offers a premium student experience.
Our approach is working – Melbourne is ranked
Australia’s top student city and the third best student
city in the world as voted by international students in
the QS Best Student Cities ranking of 2020.
In 2019, Victoria welcomed nearly 230,000
international students from over 170 countries.
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The Victorian Government’s commitment to
international students is demonstrated by these
major initiatives:
• World-class support and services through the
Study Melbourne Student Centre
• Employment, entrepreneurship and leadership
opportunities through the Lead, Intern, Volunteer,
Experience (LIVE) initiative, and
• Student health, wellbeing and engagement
projects through the International Student
Welfare Program.
These programs are designed to help students to
get the most from their time in Victoria and make
the connections that will help them to thrive.
The International Student Welfare Program has
funded 116 projects to date, engaging with nearly
225,000 students. The 20 projects showcased here
demonstrate our commitment to offering a wellrounded, empowering and inclusive experience for
everyone who chooses to study in Victoria.

The Hon. Martin Pakula MP
Minister for Trade

Victoria’s International
Student Welfare Program

CREATING
CONNECTIONS AND
ENHANCING STUDENT
EXPERIENCES
Victoria leads the world in delivering comprehensive
support for international students, ensuring their
study journey is memorable, inclusive and full of
enriching experiences.
Through Study Melbourne and dedicated
services at each university and training institute,
international students are supported to enjoy
Victoria’s exceptional lifestyle, build friendships and
develop job-ready skills.
The $5 million International Student Welfare Program
(ISWP) creates lasting connections between
international students and the wider Victorian
community. The 20 projects showcased in this
publication demonstrate why Melbourne, and indeed
all of Victoria, is the ultimate study destination – for
reasons beyond the high quality education and
globally recognised qualifications offered here.

In the following pages, international students
share their stories about projects that
have enhanced their study experience,
provided unique leadership and volunteering
opportunities, and given them a feeling of
belonging in the community.
Through grant-based partnerships with student
associations, community organisations and
education institutions, the ISWP funds projects that
focus on student wellbeing, employability skills and
support services. Including students in Victoria’s
vast sports, arts and cultural opportunities is a
major focus. Numerous grants deliver exciting
events that bring international students together to
collaborate, lead, share their experiences, and learn
from career mentors.

While investing in the welfare of international
students, the ISWP also supports Victorian
businesses and organisations to build their
capabilities in the international education
sector. In fact, the majority of our ISWP partners
have matched the funding amount they receive
through cash and in-kind contributions to deliver
exceptional value to the sector. The Victorian
Government recognises the valuable cultural and
economic contribution international students make
in our community. In return, we continue to invest in
our community’s vital role in welcoming hundreds of
thousands of students every year.
In 2019 alone, more than 42,000 students were
directly supported by Study Melbourne. This
includes 27 ISWP projects across 47 partnerships
worth $2.5 million to support international students.
A further 10 projects were funded in 2020 under
a special Stronger Together round to address the
immediate welfare needs of international students
affected by the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.
The Victorian community looks forward to being
a part of your study journey, when you choose to
study in the state with Australia’s best student city
(QS Best Student Cities 2020 report).

VICTORIA'S INTERNATIONAL STUDENT WELFARE PROGRAM
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ENTREPRENEURS AND
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
LEARN GLOBAL THINKING
TOGETHER
• 150 students from over 30 countries matched
with 16 start-ups
• Partnership with the Victorian TAFE
Association and Melbourne’s start-up sector

“When creating student teams, we aim for a
diverse mix of background, culture, gender and life
experience. This diversity is beneficial for the students
and hugely valuable for start-up businesses because
it exposes them to different perspectives and ways of
thinking about global markets.”

• 27 student volunteers
• Students gained real-world entrepreneurial
skills working on innovative projects with
local start-ups
The glo project, conceived by Start Global, was
delivered in partnership with the Victorian TAFE
Association. It was created with both the interests
of international students and Victorian businesses
in mind.

"Travelling internationally to explore new markets
is simply not viable for many Victorian start-ups.
Through the glo project they are able to gain
valuable insights to help take their business into
other countries, without even leaving Melbourne.”
Maxine Chigwida from Zimbabwe was a glo project
volunteer in 2019. Maxine, who is completing a
Bachelor of Information Systems at Holmesglen
Institute of TAFE, enjoyed the opportunity to meet
and interact with people from all over the world.

“The glo project was born through a desire to
improve the social and cultural experience of
Victorian international students, coupled with a
vision to use their global citizenship experience to
benefit amazing Victorian start-ups,” explains Shona
Malberg, Director of project partner Start Global.

“I met international students from Mongolia, Nepal,
Mexico, Colombia, Kenya and many other countries.
I made some really strong friendships through the
glo project and learnt a lot about what a start-up
needs to achieve success.”

With the support of an ISWP grant, the glo project
matched students with a local start-up. The students
became a team member of the business over eight
weeks. During this time, they participated in a series
of workshops on global entrepreneurship and
global thinking.

Sonela Ragoo from Mauritius – also a student at
Holmesglen Institute of TAFE – says she signed up
as a glo project volunteer because she “wanted to
get out of her comfort zone.” She enjoyed meeting
people from many different universities and TAFEs
across Melbourne.

“Students involved in the glo project experience the
mindset and processes required to drive a startup to global success,” says Shona. “Meanwhile,
start-ups benefit from the international consumer
understanding, region-specific marketing knowledge,
product design insights and global connections that
international students can provide.”

“I am learning so many skills that will help me in my
future career, including marketing, event management
and exposure to different business models.”

Glo project student teams included a domestic
student and four students from different countries,
with business and life skills matched to the needs of
the start-up.
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For students like Sonela, the glo project has led
directly to employment opportunities. For others, the
experience delivers valuable skills, confidence and
connections for their resume.

Grant recipient: Victorian TAFE Association
Project: The glo project

Be part of Melbourne’s
$7 billion start-up sector

“

I am learning so many
skills that will help me
in my future career,
including marketing,
event management and
exposure to different
business models.
Sonela Ragoo, Mauritius

“
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LANDMARK EVENT
SHOWCASES WHY
THE FUTURE IS FEMALE
• First event of its kind – for female
international students, by female
international students
• Over 250 international students and
professionals attending
• Partnership with Council of Australian
Postgraduate Associations
• Significantly raised the profile of female
international students in Victoria
When PhD student Belle Lim first arrived in Melbourne
to study, she was surprised at the culture shock,
particularly in terms of gender.
“It took me time to transition to a global city where
women are more confident and assertive,” explains
Belle, who is now the President of the Council of
International Students Australia (CISA) and was also
named Victorian International Student of the Year 2019.

In her opening address Gönül Serbest, CEO of
Global Victoria, gave an overview of Victorian
Government leadership in creating opportunities for
women to grow their export businesses.
A mentoring session saw conference attendees
participate in small group discussions. For student
Wendy Huang, from China, this was one of the most
valuable aspects of the event.
“The mentoring session allowed me to expand my
network and make meaningful connections
with accomplished women. I met with female
entrepreneurs, leaders in the local community and
even government representatives,” says Wendy.
“Events like Future Female open doors to
conversation and friendship. It was powerful to
see women from many backgrounds share their
personal stories – not just their successes, but also
their moments of vulnerability.”

“For female international students, it can be hard to
identify high-achieving women who share a similar
background,” says Belle.

Future Female was organised by CISA and made
possible through the ISWP grant. “I had many
attendees tell me that Future Female made a big
impact," says Belle. "Many reflected that it was the
first time they had seen a Saudi woman on stage,
a Chinese woman sharing her professional and
personal story, or an Indian woman being vocal
about gender equality.”

This lack of representation inspired Belle to
launch the Future Female Conference – a full-day
event designed to inspire and empower female
international students studying in Victoria.

“All this boils down to developing our confidence,
belief and trust in ourselves as female international
students. We can set big goals for ourselves…and we
can achieve them.”

As she completed a Bachelor of Pharmaceutical
Sciences and began a PhD in cancer genetics, Belle
found it difficult to find female role models.

Future Female 2019 was held in central Melbourne.
Featuring an impressive all-female speaker line
up, the event showcased the journeys of women
from diverse backgrounds and cultures. Presenters
included author and political commentator, Jamila
Rizvi; lawyer and public sector leader, Zione WalkerNthenda; criminologist, Dr Bodean Hedwards and
founder of STEM Sisters and Study Melbourne
Ambassador, Ruwangi Fernando.
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Grant recipient: Council of International Students
Australia
Project: Future Female Conference

Be empowered
through gender equality,
mentoring and events
with inspiring female
leaders

“

Events like Future Female
open doors to conversation
and friendship. It was
powerful to see women
from many backgrounds
share their personal stories
– not just their successes,
but also their moments of
vulnerability.
Wendy Huang, China

“
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INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
LEAD ADVENTURES
BEYOND MELBOURNE
Authentic experiences
• 178 international student applicants from
33 countries and regions
• 18 Victorian higher education providers
participated
• 23 international student project internships

In the Beyond Melbourne Project, international
students stepped up to leadership roles, planning
and managing their own group tours throughout
regional Victoria.
For Vietnamese student Linh Ngo, the Beyond
Melbourne Cape Otway tour was the highlight of
her two years in Australia. “I had the chance to
not only learn more about my peers but also know
Australia better in a meaningful way. The lasting
impact makes my heart sing every time I look back
on these memories.”
This student-led project delivered authentic travel
experiences while enabling students to build their
employability skills, such as collaboration and
communication. With a core leadership group of 20
student interns and a further 100 student leaders,
the Beyond Melbourne Project included participants
from 33 countries and 18 higher education
institutions across Victoria.
The project was the vision of Out Beyond, a youth
leadership organisation that specialises in outdoor
education. While managing director Joel Thompson
provided governance, project manager Dana Wu
empowered students to make decisions.
As a former international student from China,
Dana gained employment at Out Beyond by first
volunteering as a translator, so she understood the
power of volunteer work.
“We wanted to build students’ confidence and
provide a deeper understanding of what Victoria
and Australia are really about. Australia is about
more than the cities. It is about nature and culture.”
10
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Working in small teams, the leadership group took
charge of marketing, operations, recruitment and
creating online learning modules.
Applications for the student leader roles flooded in.
The selection process allowed students to practice
their interview skills in a supportive environment.
Together, the students planned four different
adventures exploring Victoria’s Great Ocean Road
and Cape Otway, the Grampians, Mornington
Peninsula and Phillip Island. In partnership with local
tourism operators, they incorporated nature-based
adventure and Indigenous culture into every trip.
“For many students it was the first time trying
adventures like surfing and rock-climbing,
and having these encounters with Indigenous
Australians,” Dana explains.

The power of volunteering
The students all grew in confidence, with many
strong cross-cultural and cross-campus friendships
lasting beyond the project.
Each student leader completed online training,
preparing them to take on a variety of leadership
roles during each trip, including budget management
and catering.
Ansh Dholiya, from India, joined the Grampians tour.
“Beyond Melbourne gave me the chance to improve
my leadership skills. It was a great opportunity to
engage and showcase regional Victoria. I could
imagine what it feels like working in the Grampians
and I would love to come back again in the future.”
Dana says students felt more prepared to apply for
paid jobs, having gained real work experience and
interview skills during the project.

Travel Victoria as a
student ambassador

“

“

Supporting regional economies

Beyond Melbourne gave me the
chance to improve my leadership
skills. It was a great opportunity
to engage and showcase
regional Victoria. I could imagine
what it feels like working in the
Grampians and I would love to
come back again in the future.

Out Beyond’s Joel Thompson says the Beyond
Melbourne project demonstrated how international
student visitation should be encouraged to support
regional Victorian communities.
“The local residents and businesses were thrilled
to host the international students, and to develop
their own sense of cultural awareness. The project
definitely offered two-way benefits.”

Ansh Dholiya, India

Grant recipient: Out Beyond
Project: Beyond Melbourne Ambassadors Project

STUDY MELBOURNE AMBASSADOR STORIES

WORKING WITH
AUSTRALIAN START-UPS
TO PLAN GLOBAL EXPANSION
Gaining a new perspective

Boosting social and professional networks

Nexstar is a partnership between the City
of Melbourne and ACASE (Australia China
Association of Scientists and Entrepreneurs).
Nexstar connects international students with
local businesses, creating unique and practical
entrepreneurship opportunities.

Supported by multiple universities and major
industry firms such as PwC Australia and DLA Piper,
Nexstar delivered the best entrepreneurial program
I have ever participated in. In fact, the three-month
course ‘Applied entrepreneurship in Asia’ was my
first exposure to the business world.

Nexstar Sprint combined high-quality workshops
and a practical marketing research project. I had
an amazing experience in one intense week!

Even though I am a science student with no
marketing or business background, the learning
resources and workshops clearly guided me
through all the steps of a real-world start-up. The
guest speakers, who were all business leaders,
accelerators and founders, collectively emphasised
the importance of customer relationships, business
models and retention strategies. My team invested
our time into researching customer personas and
developing a feasible B2B business model. I believe
our cultural understanding of the Asian market
helped us become finalists.

The workshops with business leaders taught me
essential marketing knowledge and gave me a
deeper understanding of the challenges a start-up
can face when expanding overseas. With my lovely
Colombian teammate, Angie, I developed a ‘Go to
Asian Market’ strategy for local start-up. The project
was a ‘learning by doing’ opportunity, putting
customer personas, market size and opportunity,
and competitor analysis into practice. The bonus
was meeting a like-minded close friend!
Most importantly, Nexstar offered me a new
perspective that, as an international student, my
cultural insights can bring so much value to a team.
Overall, it was a highly empowering experience that
prepared me to solve real-world problems.

Ziggy Hao, China
Ziggy is a recent Monash Bachelor
of Commerce graduate who formerly
volunteered as a Chinese culture
teacher in Cambodia. As a Study
Melbourne Ambassador, Ziggy enjoys sharing her
experiences and contributing to a community that
helps international students to fit in.

The workshops and social events taught me the
importance of networking in a professional manner.
Through engaging with fellow participants and
key speakers on LinkedIn, I expanded my social
networks and improved my communication skills,
which are both crucial in career development.
Meanwhile, I got to meet like-minded international
students from across all different universities who
share common interests in entrepreneurship. We
formed a close-knit community.

Yiran Wang, China
Yiran has been studying in Melbourne
for several years. Yiran sees being a
Study Melbourne Ambassador as an
opportunity to interact with like-minded
people, share her experience of living in Melbourne
and learn from others’ stories.
Find out more about Nexstar in this video:
www.acase.org.au/nexstar-2020

Network with other
international students

YOUTH GATHER AT
ASEAN NETWORKING
SUMMIT
• Over 80 participating international students
• Sessions with leading start-up founders
including Outcome.Life and iDibs
• Strengthened collaboration and networking
with student organisations across Victoria

“We randomly allocated participants into groups so
they could meet new people,” Daniel explains. “The
students had a lot of ideas and the panellists gave
great feedback during judging.”
The event concluded with a social gathering and
prize ceremony.

Gaining work skills through volunteering
The ASEAN Youth Organisation (AYO) Australia
received an ISWP grant to host its 2019 summit
in Melbourne, with a theme of entrepreneurship,
employability and professional networking.
AYO is a youth-led community organisation
dedicated to empowering students, leadership
development and connecting over 200 million
young people in Southeast Asia.
Daniel Chua, from Brunei and an information
technology student at Melbourne’s RMIT University,
led a small team of volunteers to deliver the event to
around 80 participants.
“By providing this platform for young people to
network, we are promoting friendship and fostering
a sense of belonging among the ASEAN community,”
Daniel explains.
The one-day event included a panel discussion
with guest speakers sharing personal stories
and advice. The speakers were either former
international students now running their own
start-up businesses, or experts employed in
delivering services to international students.

Daniel says the summit leadership experience
taught him valuable teamwork skills. “I was the
director but the whole team played a huge role. By
trusting my team, it made the job easier for me and
everything went smoothly.”
From Singapore, Rukmani Alagusundaram is a
commerce student at the University of Melbourne.
She managed marketing and sponsorship for
the summit before becoming the AYO Australia
president in 2020.
“Working on the summit was the best experience.
Even though it was a volunteer role, it opened
up my eyes to a lot of new work experiences, like
writing a prospectus and signing off on sponsorship
contracts,” Rukmani says.

Grant recipient: ASEAN Youth Organisation
Project: Australia-ASEAN Youth Summit 2019

“The students had a lot of questions and the panel
shared willingly,” Daniel says.
Another highlight was a case study competition
inspired by Australia’s ‘Shark Tank’ television
program. Working in small groups, students were
asked to pitch an industry-specific solution to
income inequality, focusing on the health, tourism,
food, environment, infrastructure or education
sectors in Southeast Asia.
VICTORIA'S INTERNATIONAL STUDENT WELFARE PROGRAM
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FREE LEGAL SERVICES
EMPOWER INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS
• Over 205 international students accessed
accommodation legal service improving
understanding of their tenancy rights
• Employment legal service recovered nearly
$500,000 in unpaid wages and entitlements
for around 470 international students

Legal advice about accommodation
Securing appropriate accommodation is essential
to a happy and successful student experience in
Victoria. Part of this is understanding your rights
and responsibilities as a tenant and being able to
access help if you experience problems.
By visiting the Study Melbourne Student Centre in
the heart of Melbourne, or contacting the centre by
phone or email, students can access confidential
and free legal advice on employment and
accommodation matters as part of a wide range
of support and information services.
Through its ISWP grant, community organisation
WEstjustice started the Accommodation Legal Service
in 2019.
Lawyers help students to understand their
tenancy and accommodation contracts, and
manage disputes over bond money, repairs to
rental properties and evictions. While some student
clients may receive practical advice and assistance
in advocating for themselves, others may require
representation and expert advocacy.
Susan Huang, WEstjustice Tenancy Program
Manager, says accommodation problems can have
negative impacts on students’ other daily activities
such as study, employment and socialising.
“We hope that every student has an enjoyable
experience in Victoria. Therefore, we aim to
provide support to students wherever possible,”
Susan explains.

14
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“We hope that students would leave our service with
a good outcome, and also feel more confident and
empowered to deal with future tenancy issues.”
The service also plays a support role in the broader
education community, consulting with staff at
universities and other education providers to help
them provide accurate accommodation information
and guidance to their student cohorts.

Legal advice about employment
The International Students Work Rights Legal
Service (ISWRLS) has been offered at the Study
Melbourne Student Centre from mid-2016.
Dedicated employment lawyers assist students
who are experiencing problems at their place of
work, from underpayments and unpaid wages
to illegal contracting and discrimination. By mid2020 ISWRLS had recovered nearly $500,000 in
unpaid wages and entitlements for around 470
international students.
This service is delivered in a Study Melbourne
partnership with three community legal centres:
Springvale-Monash Legal Service, JobWatch and
WEstjustice (with assistance from Victoria Legal Aid).
One international student who has accessed ISWRLS
is South-American born Andres. He worked for around
18 months as a brick cleaner for a sole trader and
was told that he needed an ABN and to issue invoices.
He was unfamiliar with Australia’s employment law
system and so agreed to this arrangement.
Andres contacted ISWRLS for legal assistance
to resolve underpayment of wages and
superannuation with the employer. Eventually the
case went to court and Andres was awarded nearly
$10,000 in unpaid wages and other entitlements.

Receive free legal
advice at the Study
Melbourne Student
Centre

“

“

We hope that students
would leave our
service with a good
outcome, and also feel
more confident and
empowered to
deal with future
tenancy issues.
Susan Huang, Tenancy Program
Manager, WEstjustice

This decision shows that value of ISWRLS, not just
for the individual but in sending a strong message
to all employers that workforce exploitation will not
be tolerated. International students living in Victoria,
who are being treated unfairly in the workplace,
have a place to go to receive free legal assistance.
Andres wants other international students to
speak up about any workplace exploitation: “All
international students need to understand that any
mistreatment at work, including underpayments of
wages, should be reported. There is help available
for you. The first step is to make an appointment
and get some advice.”

Grant recipients: WEstjustice, Springvale-Monash Legal
Service and JobWatch
Projects: Accommodation & Work Rights Legal
Services International

INDUSTRY MENTORS
STUDENTS FOR THE
VICTORIAN WORKFORCE
• Partnership with 20 industry mentors and
business coaches who are international
student alumni
• More than 250 students supported
• Many students gained employment and
internships through the project

Eddie advises international students to “develop an
enterprise mindset and strong social skills while also
learning the necessary technical competencies”.
“Australian employers will consider the way you
communicate with others, your ability to work in
teams and whether you understand a company’s
goals and values.”

Boosting student employability
At La Trobe University, more than 250
postgraduate students received coaching from
industry professionals who shared a common bond
– they were once international students too.
“No one can guide you better than people who
have experienced what you are going through, and
succeeded,” says Dr Eddie Custovic, Director of La
Trobe University’s Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Foundry (LIEF).
With this in mind, Eddie leveraged his networks,
including past students, to recruit industry coaches
for the Working in Australia Mentoring Program.
“The mentors were all former international students
who have successfully transitioned into their
professions in Australia. They have experienced the
challenges first-hand, so they were able to provide
extremely relevant advice,” Eddie explains.
Funded by an ISWP grant, the program is an
innovative solution to help international students
transition into work and the next stage of their
career in Australia. Students in their first year of
a master’s degree were eligible for the program,
which focused on employability skills and building a
deeper understanding of the Australian workplace.
Over 12 months, students worked in small groups
with mentors from their industry. The program
included workplace visits, networking events and
guest lectures from industry leaders. There was
also a focus on preparing job applications and
interview skills in partnership with La Trobe’s Career
Readiness team.
16
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Many students gained full-time employment as a
direct result of the program.
Master of Telecommunication and Networking
Engineering student Sreya Sasi, from India, gained
a position as a Graduate Network Engineer with
Telstra. “The mentors who were already working in
Telstra were so helpful…on how to prepare for the
final interview,” says Sreya.

Learn how to
transition into the
Australian workforce

“

The mentors
who were already
working in Telstra
were so helpful…
on how to prepare
for the final interview.
Sreya Sasi, India
Graduate Network Engineer
with Telstra

“

Master of Electronics Engineering student
Vandana Chepuri, also from India, valued the
opportunity to make new friendships with students
from other engineering streams and build her
professional networks.
“My mentor became my trusted adviser, role model
and friend. She supported and encouraged me
to improve my employability skills. Overall, the
program helped me improve my confidence and
communication skills and gave me an insight into
what employers are looking for,” Vandana says.

Grant recipient: La Trobe University
Project: Working in Australia Mentoring Program

VICTORIA'S INTERNATIONAL STUDENT WELFARE PROGRAM
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INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
TAKE CENTRE STAGE

• Delivery of a large theatre production at RMIT
• 1 student work placement, 2 internships and
40 volunteering roles created
• Powerful performance engaged audiences
on topics around international students’
common experiences and challenges
• 800 students participated through
creative workshops
Be You Be Scene was an innovative project
led by peak international student body ISANA,
encouraging international students to share their
experiences in a supportive environment. Nearly
800 students joined in creative workshops held
throughout Victoria.
ISANA employed artistic director Catherine
Simmonds to deliver the project, which was
funded by an ISWP grant.
Catherine says the project was a unique personal
growth and confidence building opportunity
for students.
“The purpose was to build a deeper respect
between cultures and enable connection, belonging
and purpose. It was also a safe space to practice
English in a fun, informal setting.”
A core group of students from various universities
attended weekly workshops at the RMIT Training
campus in central Melbourne. Participants used
their own stories to develop theatrical scenes.
From this, five scenes were chosen to be acted out
in 20 Be You Be Scene forums held at universities,
TAFE institutes and cultural events throughout
Melbourne and regional Victoria. Addressing the
themes of employability, accommodation, mental
health, cultural diversity and LGBTIQ experiences,
each scene posed a challenging scenario and
invited audience participation.

18
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“Like a two-way street, the scenes created
conversations with stories, ideas and solutions
moving back and forth between our student
performers and the students in the audience,”
Catherine explains.
ISANA’s extensive member network helped it quickly
exceed its target of delivering the program to
100 students.
Education providers supported the project through
translation support (RMIT), free venue hire (RMIT
Training) and helping to place students in work
opportunities (Monash College).
From Mauritius, RMIT student Juliet Wong Min
was both a performer and volunteer, using her
design skills to create the project’s logo, posters
and banners.

Share your story
with others

“

“

Listening to other
students' stories and
sharing mine
made our group
become closer...
sharing my own story
encouraged me to be
more open.
Juliet Wong Min, Mauritius

“Listening to other students’ stories and sharing
mine made our group become closer. I learned a lot
through the stories of my friends and sharing my
own story encouraged me to be more open,” Juliet
explains. “Now I am more aware we should not judge
people based on stereotypes.”
The team celebrated their achievements with
a final performance at RMIT’s Kaleide Theatre.
With international consulates and international
education providers in the audience, the performers
weaved their five scenes into one performance.
“It all culminated in a glamorous big show, which was
a really special experience for us all,” says Catherine.
Grant recipient: ISANA International Education
Association
Project: Be You Be Scene

VICTORIA'S INTERNATIONAL STUDENT WELFARE PROGRAM
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CREATING SOCIAL
CONNECTIONS
CLOSE TO THE ART
• Delivered in partnership with 17 international
and local student leaders from La Trobe
University, RMIT, Deakin University and the
University of Melbourne
• 1,800 students attended the Meet NGV
student night

The National Gallery of Victoria (NGV) is a ‘gallery
for everyone’. An iconic Melbourne destination,
the Gallery houses one of the most impressive art
collections in the Southern Hemisphere. With this
in mind, the NGV used an ISWP grant to enable
Melbourne’s international students to engage with
the Gallery and create social connections through art.
“We are a very welcoming organisation with an
established student program,” explains NGV’s Head
of Learning, Michele Stockley. “Meet NGV enabled us
to take our engagement with international students
to a new level, and to incorporate more deliberate
opportunities for socialising.”
Meet NGV included a student night and welcome
events, as well as discounted NGV membership
for international students and free admission to
major exhibitions.
NGV established a small group of international
student leaders to help them plan and deliver the
Meet NGV program.
“Through our student leaders and Study Melbourne,
we knew that many international students want to
connect with local students. So, while we designed
Meet NGV with international students in mind, we
opened the program up to all Melbourne’s tertiary
students. This meant our events attracted a
broad mix of local and international students, in a
conducive social environment.”
“Art has the power to create great conversations
and opportunities to connect,” says Michele.
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The NGV’s established relationships with Victorian
universities enabled it to actively promote Meet NGV.
“We had around 1,800 students at the student
night, which included free entry to the ‘Escher X
nendo | Between Two Worlds’ exhibition. As well as
food and drink, we set up activities to help get the
students involved and encourage conversation
about the artworks.”
Meet NGV’s welcome events also gave students the
opportunity to engage with an NGV educator and
tour the Gallery.
“These events were very popular, with students
appreciating the chance to meet others and discuss
the NGV Collection in a small group context.”

Immerse yourself
in the vibrant arts
scene in Australia’s
cultural capital

“

I love the vibrant
cultural experience
of Melbourne and
the creative opportunities
in the city that allow me
to enjoy life and study.
Wilson Yeung Chun Wai, Hong Kong

“

Wilson Yeung Chun Wai, an international PhD
student at RMIT’s School of Architecture and Urban
Design, volunteered as a Meet NGV Student Leader.
“I love the vibrant cultural experience of Melbourne
and the creative opportunities in the city that allow
me to enjoy life and study. Meet NGV enabled me
to successfully connect with international students
from different universities in Melbourne and learn
from art professionals in various majors.”
“Volunteering as a Meet NGV Student Leader was
fantastic and an opportunity to give back to the
international student community.”
Grant recipient: National Gallery of Victoria
Project: Meet NGV
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MAKING CONNECTIONS
AS A MELBOURNE WRITERS
FESTIVAL VOLUNTEER
• Partnerships with the University of Melbourne
and the State Library of Victoria
• Project won an Inclusion Award at
Volunteering Victoria 2019 State Awards
• Participation of 50 international
student volunteers
• Created connections between international
students, Melburnians, Australian writers and
cultural leaders

The Melbourne Writers Festival (MWF) is one of
Australia’s largest literary festivals. Held annually,
it brings people together to celebrate words and
stories and share the human experience. Typically
held across ten days in August and September each
year, MWF attracts writers and thinkers from around
Australia and the world.
“MWF is about creating a community around
storytelling,” explains MWF CEO, Rebecca
MacFarling. “Centred around the State Library of
Victoria, we aim to create a literary precinct where
people can enjoy writers, writing and big ideas.”
MWF is produced by a small number of paid
staff who are supported by an enthusiastic cohort
of volunteers.
“Inviting international students to be part of our
volunteer community made perfect sense,” says
Rebecca. “International students come to Melbourne
from all over the world. Volunteering with MWF
provides them with opportunities to connect with
Melbourne, Australian culture and one another.”
International student volunteers receive full training
and take on roles including venue support, audience
management, ticketing, artist care and support,
green room management and event set up.
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“Our volunteers truly are the face of the Festival,”
Rebecca says. “Wearing distinctive red t-shirts,
they are instantly recognisable and central to the
audience experience.”
The MWF International Student Engagement
Program creates opportunities for students to
make new friendships and develop language, team
building and volunteering skills.
International student volunteers – who receive
free entry to all standard Festival events – report
high levels of enjoyment from their MWF experience,
rating the event highly in terms of satisfaction
and support.
Lauren Otega from the Philippines was an MWF
volunteer in 2019. The Deakin University commerce
student saw the opportunity advertised on campus
and decided to apply.
“I was new to Australia and thought MWF sounded
like a great chance to meet people and introduce
myself to Australian culture.”
“My role was venue management and front of
house. It involved welcoming and assisting patrons,
providing venue direction, ticketing, helping stage
managers and organising seating.”

Experience
Australia’s first
UNESCO City
of Literature

“

“

I was new to Australia
and thought MWF
sounded like
a great chance to
meet people and
introduce myself
to Australian culture.

“I learnt new skills including making small talk and
starting conversations. It was also a great way to
learn the Australian accent!”
“The closing event on the final night of the Festival
was a highlight for me because all the authors were
there, and I was with all the people I’d met and made
friends with. There was also a final social event for
all the volunteers with drinks, food and dancing,
which was a very fun night!”

Lauren Otega, The Philippines
Grant recipient: Melbourne Writers Festival
Project: MWF International Student Engagement
Program 2019
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Connect with the
Victorian LGBTIQ
community – home to
the world’s largest Pride
Centre

RAINBOW
CONNECTIONS FOR
LGBTIQ STUDENTS IN VICTORIA
• Over 200 international students attended
Rainbow Connections events
• Local partnerships with the Rainbow
International Students’ Network (RIS’N)
and the Australian GLBTIQ Multicultural
Council (AGMC)
• Participating students from ELICOS
providers, universities, TAFEs and
private colleges
• First initiative of its kind focusing on social
welfare of LGBTIQ international students

Strengthening community networks and making
new friends for LGBTIQ international students was
the focus of the Rainbow Connections program,
which used an ISWP grant to deliver a trail-blazing
social inclusion and welfare initiative.
Discover English, a Melbourne-founded English
language college offers language and cultural
immersion to international students in Victoria.
Through engaging with thousands of international
students each year, the Discover English team
recognised that many lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, intersex and queer (LGBTIQ) students
were finding it difficult to meet others and express
their identities.

The program delivered a range of workshops and
‘speed friending’ events in central Melbourne to
help overcome feelings of isolation, loneliness and
invisibility among queer international students.
A safe and supportive online space was established
through a Rainbow Connections Facebook group so
students could stay connected and informed about
LGBTIQ activities and events.
Rainbow Connections also created awareness
among LGBTIQ international students to improve
access to services and other LGBTIQ initiatives
across Victoria. The project highlighted how
education providers can support LGBTIQ students
at national and state conferences and was a finalist
at the Victorian International Education Awards.
As one participant noted: “Sometimes, in my
country, it’s not easy to find support. So many
people are shy or afraid to show how they feel.”

“There weren’t many programs aimed at this group
of international students,” explains Tam Kendi,
Marketing and Communications Coordinator at
Discover English.

Zen Andra, an international student from Indonesia
and member of the Rainbow International Students
Network (RIS’N) said back home queer people have
to hide their sexuality.

“The goals of the Rainbow Connections program
were to allow LGBTIQ international students to be
themselves in a safe and non-judgmental space,
provide a forum to make new friends, to share
important health and wellbeing information and
to introduce students to Melbourne’s wider
LGBTIQ community.”

Through Rainbow Connections, Zen was able to talk
about his experiences and encourage students to
express themselves, build confidence and ask the
questions they need to ask in order to learn more.
“Just explore yourself, and who you are… just be brave.”
Grant recipient: Discover English Pty Ltd
Project: Rainbow Connections
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Connect with cultural
communities near you

CONNECTING
INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS WITH BENDIGO
• 200 international students participated in
local community events including a pop-up
social football program
• Cultural exchange program with local host
families increased social inclusion and
community connections
In Bendigo, Loddon Campaspe Multicultural Services
(LCMS) used an ISWP grant to design the ‘Community
and Cultural Support for International Students in
Bendigo’ program. The program was delivered in
partnership with the Bendigo International Student
Club (BISC).
“We know that settling into a new country can be
challenging,” explains Multicultural Services Acting
Community Programs Manager, Linto Thomas. “One
of our goals was to help build BISC’s capacity to
actively welcome and connect with international
students,” he says.
To deliver the program, BISC representatives
received governance, event and project
management training, with a focus on working
with multicultural communities.
Welcome events were designed to help international
students connect with peers and locals and
included BBQs, dinners and stalls at La Trobe
University Bendigo's Orientation Week.

Diana and Ivan from Uganda joined the football
program the first week they arrived with their family.
“The pop-up football program has been very
important for my family’s integration into the
Bendigo community, meeting new friends from
around the world," says Ivan.
The social football program continues, reflecting the
power of an ISWP grant to make a sustained impact.

Cultural exchange with local Bendigo families
LCMS also recruited and matched international
students with host families in the region.
“After meeting at an initial cultural exchange dinner,
each host family was encouraged to connect with
their student at least once a month, by catching up
for coffee or a meal, or going to watch a sporting
event,” says Linto.
Many of these relationships lasted well beyond the
project, with some host families forming lasting
connections with the international student to whom
they had been matched.

Grant recipient: Loddon Campaspe Multicultural Services
Project: Community and Cultural Support for
International Students in Bendigo

A highlight was a special Feast of Stories dinner for
international students. Feast of Stories runs monthly
and introduces locals to different cultures and
communities through the shared language of food.

A multicultural pop-up social
football program
“A mixed gender social program held at La Trobe
University used the international language of football
to help students and locals connect,” explains Linto.
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LIVE, LEARN AND
EXPLORE IN GEELONG

• Partnerships between local education,
community and industry
• Over 160 international students welcomed
through orientation with local community
Just one hour from Melbourne, Geelong is Victoria’s
second largest city, home to a tech and innovation
hub and a gateway to beautiful beaches and nature
experiences. Nearly 4,000 international students from
more than 75 countries study in Geelong every year.
From Mumbai, India, Chirag Karnawat enjoyed
the “peace and serenity” of a regional city while
completing a Master of Construction Management
at Deakin University’s Geelong campus.
His contribution to Study Geelong’s student leader
and mentorship program helped him become a
finalist for Victoria’s Regional International Student
of the Year Award in 2019.
“My parents were super proud!” says Chirag. “For me,
volunteering was a very positive experience. I got
exposure to the Australian culture and met so many
Australian people. I got the chance to organise events
and meet students from all over the world.”
Study Geelong is a collective of education,
community and industry partners and the region’s
tourism body. The ISWP grant helped Study Geelong
create a comprehensive program to support
international students.

Inclusive events
Simone Budd, Student Engagement and Project
Officer at Study Geelong, aims to create a
welcoming community.
“International students don’t just come here to
study. They are also looking to experience living in
a different country and exploring another culture.”
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Events through the program included an Indigenous
welcome event and Australian barbecue, language
social night and a group tour of GMHBA Stadium–
home to the second oldest Australian Rules
Football team, The Cats. Students also enjoyed
workshops on leadership, interview skills, networking
and communication.

Volunteering to build career skills
Study Geelong student leaders help strengthen
relationships between international students and
the broader Geelong community. They received
training to prepare them for the role and develop
their employability skills.
As well as promoting Geelong’s regional lifestyle,
and opportunities to connect with industry, the
student leaders assist Study Geelong with planning
and hosting events for international students.

Study and volunteer
in Victoria’s second
largest city

“

Making industry connections

For me, volunteering was a
very positive experience. I got
exposure to the Australian
culture and met so many
Australian people. I got the
chance to organise events and
meet international students
from all over the world.
Chirag Karnawat, India

“
Grant recipient: Tourism Greater Geelong &
the Bellarine and Study Geelong
Project: Building Student Capacity & Social Connection

Chirag took advantage of Study Geelong’s
mentoring program. He was partnered with a local
business mentor in the construction industry.
“My mentor is still helping me even though the
mentoring project is over. He is very kind-hearted
and helpful,” Chirag says.
The program offers two-way benefits – connecting
employers from tech to tourism with globallyminded and talented graduates.
“For the students, the focus was on developing
the social skills required for the workforce and
the opportunity to meet a local Geelong employer
or industry leader and hear about their work,”
Simone explains.
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BUILDING AN INCLUSIVE
REGIONAL COMMUNITY
FOR INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS
• Partnership with Warrnambool City Council
hosting cultural community events for
international students
• Program with Southwest Discovery Tours
providing access to world-class tourism sites
• Regional Australia Employment forum held
with DeakinTALENT and community partners

Warrnambool, situated on the Great Ocean Road
in Victoria’s beautiful South West, is a regional
city three hours from Melbourne. The city’s Deakin
University campus welcomes 180 international
students every year.
Deakin Warrnambool’s ISWP grant was used to host
a series of community-building events and provide
wellbeing supports for international students.

Community connections
Deakin Warrnambool ran focus groups with
international and domestic students. Their feedback
shaped the following initiatives:
• Student leaders welcoming international students
at Orientation
• A welcome dinner for international students hosted by
Deakin and the Warrnambool City Council
• Day tours for international students to explore
tourism attractions, and
• An employment workshop and online registration
service, connecting students with local employers
and professional development opportunities.
PhD research students Erlania, from Indonesia,
and Thiru, from Sri Lanka, both volunteered as
Orientation student leaders and participated in
several events.
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Thiru says: “It helped me be involved in non-academic
university activities, which is good for my career. The
confidence I received through this program helped me
to participate in other campus activities.”
“Travelling with a pack of equally excited foreign
students to the Great Ocean Road made the trip
more enjoyable. The landscapes of South West
Victoria are mesmerising. The Southern Ocean over
the Twelve Apostles is a picturesque view which none
of us failed to capture on our mobile cams.”
Erlania says: “The welcome dinner was a great
event to gather people from many countries,
to get to know each other and be a part of the
Warrnambool community.”

Live by the ocean
in a welcoming
regional community

Supporting student wellbeing
With the emergence of coronavirus (COVID-19)
pandemic in early 2020, Deakin Warrnambool used
remaining grant funding to continue to engage with
students online.
International Student Advisor Zita Tattersall
experienced a “seismic shift” in her role. “We went
into overdrive supporting students to set up their
online studies. We used online group sessions to
check in on students’ wellbeing and give everyone
the opportunity to socialise,” Zita explains.

This included:
• Weekly online ‘wellbeing check-in’ sessions
• Online small group guitar lessons with a local
music teacher
• Weekly online ‘recipe share’ sessions, where
students showed the group how to make a
favourite recipe.
“The group sessions helped me with feelings of
being isolated and gave me a break from my work.
It was a relieving activity to have casual interaction
with people during lockdown,” Erlania says.
Grant recipient: Deakin Warrnambool
Project: An Inclusive Regional Community Approach
to International Student Wellbeing
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Make friends
through football:
the world game

KICKING GOALS
IN INCLUSION

• Over 320 students engaged with almost 80
football sessions and special events
• Regional events including Bendigo and
Geelong tournaments
• Partnerships with La Trobe International
Students Association, RMIT and Melbourne
Polytechnic
Known as the 'world game', football provides a
ready platform for social connections, fitness and
fun. Through its 'City in the Community’ program,
Melbourne City Football Club gave international
students the chance to connect with the wider
community and one another, while being part of one
of Melbourne’s most vibrant football clubs.
“Most people seek a sense of belonging, community
and connection in their lives. It’s no different for
international students, however this group can
face particular challenges when it comes to forging
those connections in a new city,” explains City in the
Community Special Projects Manager, George Halkias.
The program was free to join and attracted
international students from more than 20 different
nationalities and university campuses across
metropolitan Melbourne. It featured a combination
of weekly training sessions, extra-curricular activities
and events, as well as tournaments in regional areas.
“Some students were already passionate about
football, but others were new to it. We designed the
program to welcome young people from diverse
backgrounds and to cater for a mix of ability and
fitness levels.”
Students were invited to be part of Melbourne City
Game Days at AAMI Park.
“At some games, students were involved in half-time
‘kickabouts’ in front of the AAMI Park crowd. They also
helped out at Melbourne City Family Days and were
able to undertake a football coaching course.”
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Students could also volunteer with outreach
projects, including the ‘walking football’ program
for older Victorians and coaching and mentoring
children in public housing.
Students gave the International Students Football
Program rave reviews. Almost 90 per cent reported
that the program increased opportunities for them
to socialise and make friends, while 95 per cent said
it helped them to adapt to life in Melbourne.
“The program has personally impacted me, allowing
me to become more confident with myself. It’s
impacted others by giving them a ‘home away
from home’ and allowing them to come along, meet
people from their country and other countries and
just have a lot of fun,” says Sri Lankan student,
Alafiya Najmudeen.
Ishtiaq Alam Khan from Bangladesh says the
program offered mental health benefits through
physical activity.
“It helped me to make new friends and be more
open and confident. Playing football helped me deal
with stress and improved my fitness.”
Grant recipient: Melbourne City Football Club
Project: International Students Football Program

Learn to play the fastest
(and friendliest) racquet
sport in the world

BADMINTON
SERVES UP FUN AND
FRIENDSHIPS
• Partnerships with RMIT and Swinburne
Malaysian student associations
• Over 450 participating international
students from nine nationalities
• Active learning and leadership skills developed
with deep social connections formed
“We provide all the equipment. You provide the laughter.”
With that invitation to international students,
the Melbourne IS Badminton program was an
immediate success, quickly surpassing its own
participation targets.
Badminton Victoria received the ISWP grant with a
plan to involve 250-400 international students over
12 months. However, more than 450 students had
joined the program within the first six months.
David Wong, Head Coach at Melbourne-City
Badminton Club, ran the sessions at the Melbourne
Sports and Aquatic Centre. Melbourne-City
Badminton and Hawthorn Badminton Club helped
promote the program by leveraging their networks
at universities and colleges across Melbourne.
“We had students from all different nationalities,
including Indonesia, Malaysia, China, Germany, New
Zealand, Kazakhstan, France, India and Thailand,”
David says.
David believes the program reduced potential
barriers to participation. “It was affordable, relaxed
and fun. We welcomed players of all skill levels.
Students could meet new people and invite their
friends along.”
While the coach and play sessions enabled students
to learn new skills in a social environment, more
experienced players stepped up to organise the
weekly competition and mentor newer players.

Emily, from France, valued “the support and all the
good times at badminton”.
“This was one of the most significant experiences I
had in Australia. I was welcomed with great kindness
and openness, no matter my level! So many smiles
and laughs I will never forget!”
One highlight was a training session with Australian
Olympian Sawan Serasinghe, who competed in the
2016 Rio Olympics, and Australian national player,
Nathan Tang. “The students really enjoyed meeting
these national players, playing games with them
and gaining valuable tips,” David says.
A surprise benefit of the program was the deep
social connections that emerged.
“Over the summer break, students across different
universities continued to meet regularly for meals,
board games and more badminton!” David says.
“We encouraged the students to see Melbourne
IS Badminton as ‘a home away from home’ and
to build relationships beyond their immediate
friendship group, and they really did.”
Grant recipient: Badminton Victoria
Project: Melbourne International Students
Badminton program
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CYCLING PROGRAM
SHIFTS GEARS FOR NEW
SKILLS AND FRIENDSHIPS
• New partnerships with RMIT University and
Cycling Victoria
• 30 international and domestic students
engaged over the program
• All participants said they were more
confident riding in Victoria
• Raised awareness of Victoria’s cycle tourism
offerings including Melbourne and Yarra
Valley’s cycling trails

Getting around a new city can be challenging. Yet
for international students who are new to Victoria,
Melbourne is a seriously bike-friendly city, boasting
bike lanes and paths, as well as number of trails
around the CBD.
Cycling around town is good for your physical and
mental health, good for the environment and a great
way to build social connections. Cycling Victoria
used an ISWP grant to develop UNI CYCLE, a social
cycling program designed to help international
students build cycling confidence and skills plus
knowledge of local bike paths and riding trails.
“The program was co-designed with international
students from RMIT University,” explains Cycling
Victoria Participation Manager, Sarah Smith.
“Through a series of collaborative brainstorming
sessions, we learnt that many students wanted to
ride around the city but felt ill equipped to do so.”
Delivered at RMIT, by Cycling Australia accredited
coaches, the program was designed around
three components:
1. Inspire: An eight week program that aimed to
increase riding skills and confidence, deliver road
and traffic knowledge and provide basic skills in
bicycle maintenance.
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2. Explore: Social rides on roads and bike tracks
throughout the local area. These rides enabled
students to put the skills they learnt into practice
and increase their knowledge of inner Melbourne.
3. Adventure: The program concluded with an allday riding experience in the Yarra Valley. Students
cycled the Lilydale-Warburton Rail Trail between
Lilydale and Woori Yallock.
“This conclusion to the program was an
opportunity for students to actively experience
some of the Victorian countryside and complete
a longer ride along a flat, scenic track. There were
lots of stops – and snacks! – along the way, plus
a classic Australian lunch from the famous Woori
Yallock Bakery,” says Sarah, who describes the
UNI CYCLE program – which was offered free to
students – as “transformative”.
“At the start of the program, some students were so
nervous and unsure. By the end they were confident
bike riders who had made new friends.”

Explore Melbourne
and Victoria's
beautiful regions on
a cycle ride

“

“

UNI CYCLE was an
opportunity for students to
actively experience some
of the Victorian countryside
and complete a longer
ride along a flat, scenic
track,” says Cycling Victoria
Participation Manager, Sarah
Smith, who describes the
program as ‘transformative’.

“Several students also took up the offer to
participate in an ongoing weekly ride program,
which was a great opportunity to get to know other
students interested in riding.”
A big factor in the success of the project was the
RMIT Social Sport Team which helped to promote
the program as well as storing bikes throughout the
program duration.
For RMIT student, Chenyi Lu, participating in the UNI
CYCLE program was a chance to her improve her
cycling skills while meeting new people.
“UNI CYCLE was a really good opportunity for me
as an international student to know more about the
traffic rules and other things in Melbourne.”

Grant recipient: Cycling Victoria
Project: UNI CYCLE
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STUDY MELBOURNE AMBASSADOR STORIES

Navigating mental health with a
community of supportive peers

Making cultural connections through the
Australian game

2020 was a rollercoaster year, especially in terms
of mental health for tertiary students. Fortunately,
thanks to ISWP funding, batyr was able to provide a
safe online space for students to develop important
wellbeing skills and engage with others.

Very few sports can claim to be a national symbol.
Australian Rules Football (also known as AFL, or
“footy” for the fans) is one of the rightful exceptions.
I first experienced AFL when I arrived in Melbourne
in early 2018 to kick-start my postgraduate studies.
I quickly noticed how Melbourne looked more “alive”
when a game took place at the MCG (Melbourne
Cricket Ground).

This included batyr hosting the 2020 RUOK? Day
event for international students in partnership with
La Trobe International Students Lounge, so students
could connect with their peers and learn about
Victoria’s world-class support systems available.
As a mental health advocate, therapy assistant
for young people and psychology undergraduate
student, I take mental health very seriously. I
personally struggled with the stress and uncertainty
of the year during my online university study. I felt
alone in isolation and scared for my academic
future. I was not the only one, with many of my
friends reaching out for support. Teachers, students,
casual workers and academics; many of us felt
stressed and anxious due to the coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic.
By highlighting the importance of mental health,
batyr's online program educated and empowered
students in their journey through tertiary education.
Culturally-specific tailored workshops, breaking
down of barriers and impactful sessions supported
international tertiary students to understand and
manage their health and wellbeing.
Having lived experience of mental health crises,
I can say wholeheartedly that a supportive
community of like-minded students would have
helped me immensely and will certainly help me in
my continued wellbeing journey!

Pyper Savage, Australia
Pyper is a Bachelor of Arts
student at the University of
Melbourne majoring in Psychology
and Criminology. As a Study
Melbourne Ambassador, Australianborn Pyper enjoys meeting and supporting
international students as they embark on their
exciting study journey in Melbourne.

Founded in 1858, AFL stands out in Australian history
as one of the only sports created by Australians.
Some of the teams, such as the Melbourne Demons,
are more than 160 years old! There are currently
18 teams in the AFL, plus 14 teams in the women’s
league (AFLW). More than one million Australians are
members of an AFL club and in 2019 almost 7 million
fans attended an AFL game.
These numbers showcase the importance of the
sport to this country – they demonstrate how AFL can
truly function as a gateway to all things Australian.
“Introduction to AFL Days” is an excellent initiative
that tapped into this gateway. Funded by an ISWP
grant, the project was planned and delivered by the
Western Bulldogs Football Club in partnership with
students at Victoria University.
The project sought to introduce international
students to the game of AFL through an information
and recreation session, followed by complimentary
attendance to an AFL game. More than informing
about footy and its long history, the project explored
the depth of AFL in Australian culture as a way to
promote social connections among international
and domestic students and the wider community.
By providing students with a fun and engaging
footy experience, the project made the process of
meaningfully engaging with Victorian society easier
and less scary for international students

João Paulo Moreira, Brazil
João saw postgraduate education
in Melbourne as a chance to shift his
career in a socially-driven direction.
As a Study Melbourne Ambassador,
João enjoys helping fellow international
students to navigate the challenges and joys of their
educational journey in Victoria.

Access health services
and support in your
own language

BREAKING DOWN
BARRIERS FOR
LATIN AMERICAN
STUDENTS
• Partnerships strengthened with local
language schools and wellbeing services
• Over 700 Latin American students supported
• Connected students to Melbourne’s large
Latin American community and culture
Dedicated to helping Latin American students
adapt to life in Australia, Community Hubs Australia,
in partnership with Refuge of Hope, used its ISWP
grant to run health workshops and small group
wellbeing sessions. It also connected students with
local sporting teams.
A year into his postgraduate studies in Melbourne,
Colombian student Felipe Arenas Ortiz began to
feel homesick. He became aware of the Wellbeing
without Barriers program at just the right time.
“Adjusting to life in a new country is not easy. The
wellbeing sessions were very helpful. I was able to
meet extraordinary people and understand more
about what I was experiencing,” Felipe explains.
Refuge of Hope delivered the program in three
parts, led by Spanish and Portuguese speakers for
students from countries including Colombia, Chile
and Brazil. The project’s aim was to provide a space
for Latin American students to discuss and develop
strategies around culture shock, resilience and
emotional and social wellbeing.

Health workshops and group sessions
More than 700 students attended interactive health
workshops. They were introduced to local health
services that provide language support and learned
practical stress management strategies.
Group wellbeing sessions were run by a small
team of psychologists. In groups of 10-15 students,
participants were encouraged to talk about their
challenges, develop coping mechanisms and form
social connections.

Community sport
Refuge of Hope also connected students with
local community organisations, giving them
the opportunity to play sport and build social
connections in the wider Melbourne community.
Project manager Angelica Correa says the program
was designed to help students adapt to their new
life in Australia.
“The large workshops focused on educating
students about the services available to them and
encouraging them to reach out and get support
when they need it," Angelica says.
"In the small group sessions, we wanted to provide
a safe space where students could speak in their
native language about their experiences. Many
students come with high expectations of finding
a job immediately. They might feel homesick, they
might struggle to adjust to a new culture, or feel
stress combining work and study.”
For Felipe, the program led to his first 'career job' in
Melbourne working as a psychologist.
“The volunteer job was really helpful because I
was able to put that on my resume and the course
facilitator gave me an excellent reference. I will
always be grateful!"
Grant recipient: Community Hubs Australia
Project: Wellbeing without Barriers
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Benefit from online
resources created for
international students

STUDENTS CO-DESIGN
DIGITAL WELLBEING
PLATFORM
• Student informed design of content for an
online wellbeing platform
• Employment of an international student
as a peer worker
• Partnership between Orygen and the
University of Melbourne
Orygen is a world leader in youth mental health
research. Orygen received the ISWP grant to seek
input from more than 80 international students
about their mental health experiences and
preferences through a series of focus groups. Their
insights are being used to create online content that
addresses the wellbeing challenges young people
can face when studying in a new country.
The content for international students will be part
of a larger online program that will revolutionise
mental health care for young people in Victoria.
Students from 18 different countries were involved in
Orygen's focus groups, some newly arrived and others
who had been living in Victoria for more than a year.
A mix of students living in Melbourne and regional
areas were included, as well as postgraduate and
undergraduate students.
Gina Chinnery, Orygen's Associate Director of
Employment and Education Partnerships, says
students helped identify the type of content that
would be most relevant in an online system.
"Our main goal in the focus groups was to identify
the key challenge areas faced by international
students, their help-seeking preferences and their
recommendations for the online platform."
Common challenges that emerged included finding
accommodation and adjusting to independent
living, studying in another language, the pressures
of combining work and study, and homesickness.
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Students reported difficulties talking about mental
health and reaching out to strangers. Students
were also unsure about how to access services
or whether they would be covered by their health
insurance. Many said they preferred receiving
information and support from other international
students who understood their culture.
Gina says international students should not feel
reluctant about seeking mental health support while
in Victoria.
“International students are so resilient. They are
doing an amazing job managing their study
requirements while living in a new country and
developing their English language skills at the same
time,” she says. “It is important to ask for help early
to avoid feeling overwhelmed – a little support at
the right time can make a huge difference.”
The digital platform is expected to be available for
international students in 2021.

Grant recipient: Orygen
Project: Orygen Online Wellbeing Initiative

Feel safe in one of
the world’s most
liveable cities

PROJECT STUDY SAFE
HELPS STUDENTS
NEVER FEEL ALONE
• Student Safety Advisory Group established
with the Australian Federation of
International Students (AFIS)
• New partnerships between Victoria Police
and 14 education providers
• Eight peer-to-peer safety advice videos were
produced with more than 80,000 views on
social media
Crime Stoppers Victoria is a not-for-profit
organisation working independently to increase
community safety through crime prevention.
“The safety, wellbeing and knowledge base of
multicultural communities within and beyond
Melbourne is an ongoing area of focus for us,”
explains Stella Smith, CEO of Crime Stoppers
Victoria. “We recognise that international students
are new members of our community who may
be unfamiliar with the city or have a limited
understanding of what to do if they need help.”

In developing Project Study Safe, Crime Stoppers
Victoria engaged with a wide range of stakeholders,
including the Council of International Students
Australia (CISA), universities, Victoria Police and the
Australian Federation of International Students (AFIS).
“We created a Student Safety Advisory Group
comprising of international students. We also
surveyed more than 130 international students to
understand their personal safety perceptions and
concerns,” Stella explains.
The project was endorsed by the Victorian Vice
Chancellors’ Safe Campus Working Group and
many universities distributed the campaign
materials to their international student cohort.
“Through engaging with international students
and their representative bodies, we were able to
strengthen vital connections. This helps us continue
to support international students to stay safe and
enjoy their time living in Melbourne.”

With this in mind, Crime Stoppers Victoria used
an ISWP grant to develop Project Study Safe,
empowering international students with practical
information on community safety.

The StudySafe website includes international
students telling their stories about living and
studying in Melbourne, and the positive responses
they received when they have sought help.

A key project outcome was a series of peer-to-peer
videos starring international students and covering
important topics such as how to get help on public
transport and how to avoid scams.

Find out more at: www.crimestoppersvic.com.au/
project-studysafe
Grant recipient: Crime Stoppers Victoria
Project: Project Study Safe

A campaign video titled ‘You are not alone’ was also
developed, which provided information on where to
get help if you feel unsafe. This video was subtitled
in six different languages: English, Chinese, Hindi,
Indonesian, Vietnamese and Malay.
“Some Project Study Safe videos achieved more
than 80,000 views on social media and the
feedback from students was excellent,” Stella says.
Students who appeared in the videos shared
important safety information as well personal
experiences of staying safe in Victoria.
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STUDY MELBOURNE AMBASSADOR STORIES

A strengths-based approach to learning
about cultural diversity

Helping students plan for good sexual and
reproductive health

Coming from a completely different cultural
background made me realise the importance of
learning the Australian culture to successfully
adapt to the new environment. It takes background
research, listening skills and tolerance to immerse
oneself in understanding a new culture.

Australia is a multicultural country and international
students come from diverse backgrounds, some of
which do not encourage open discussion about sex
and relationships.

Cultural differences can have a huge impact on
international students, particularly as they try to
connect with people and grow their networks. Project
Global Citizen, led by Melbourne Polytechnic, aimed
to assist students to become culturally competent.
The program centred on individual awareness
and bridging cultural barriers. The participants in
the project said the project team had the right skills
to deliver outcomes for students, drawing from a
pool of emerging leaders to showcase inclusion
and diversity.
Through this program, students increased their
ability to understand and respect culture. They
worked in diverse professional settings and built
skills by working with and leading an international
team. The project helped students to understand
the Australian work culture.
Employability is not simply a measure of an
individual’s potential for employment. It is also
about the social and economic context in which this
potential is realised. After working in Australia for
two years I have come to understand the power of
communication and cultural comprehension.

Saaniya Kadam, India
Saaniya is passionate about
design and studying a Master
of Construction Management
at Deakin University. As a Study
Melbourne Ambassador, she enjoys
engaging with people from diverse
backgrounds and industries and giving back to the
wider student community.

Once students settle in Australia, many start
dating and having relationships but may not
be aware about contraception and safe sexual
practices. In discussions with my fellow students
from different countries, I realised that there
are gaps in understanding about sexual and
reproductive health and where to get help. One
of the biggest challenges is the dissemination of
available information to international students.
Victorian universities help students understand the
importance of consent in sexual relationships, but
many still have knowledge gaps regarding other
aspects of reproductive health.
Working as a Study Melbourne Ambassador, I came
to learn about the important initiatives undertaken
by Study Melbourne and Family Planning Victoria
(FPV). FPV has worked with Study Melbourne to
produce quality resources to help international
students. Their online course ‘dating in Australia’
was designed to raise awareness about sexual and
reproductive health rights among international
students. In addition, there are counselling services
available through 1800 Respect (1800 737 732).
Family Planning Victoria’s Action Centre also offer
services and can be reached on 1800 013 952.
Study Melbourne and FPV play an important role
working together to develop strategies to reach
international students.

Sandesh Pantha, Nepal
Sandesh is a medical graduate
and PhD candidate at La Trobe
University. As a Study Melbourne
Ambassador, Sandesh enjoys
sharing his experience and helping
international students to reduce stress
and anxiety to cope in a new environment.
Watch Family Planning Victoria's Dating in
Australia: Stories from International Students:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=_BWsJh0AG14

Learn about mental
health and wellbeing
and support
other students

PROMOTING
WELLBEING FOR
CHINESE STUDENTS
• 26 mental health student leaders trained
• New partnerships established with Swinburne
and Monash University
• Greater awareness of mental health
and wellbeing needs and services for
international students
According to Ada Poon, Service Coordinator at the
Centre for Holistic Healthcare (CHH), international
students may experience mental health challenges.
“Coming to a new country can be stressful. Students
need to adjust to a new culture and new ways of
learning. Some students can feel lonely or isolated
and they can be unsure how to manage those
feelings or where to find help," says Ada.
In response, CHH used an ISWP grant to design,
develop and implement its Student Leaders
Program – a multi-faceted program aimed at
supporting good mental health for Chinese
international students.
The program involved:
• Mental Health First Aid (MHFA) training for
student leaders, giving them the skills to promote
mental health among international students at
various campuses
• Emotion management workshops run by
professional staff for international students with
early signs of depression or anxiety
• Media programs and a mental health and
wellbeing conference.
Importantly, all training and workshops were
culturally inclusive and delivered in Mandarin
and Cantonese, making it very accessible for
recently arrived Chinese students. Students who
completed the course significantly improved their
understanding of mental health issues and ability to
provide appropriate support and guidance to fellow
international students.

“In Chinese culture it can be common for mental
health problems to be ignored or stigmatised, so
this course plays an important role in improving
students’ mental health literacy and confidence to
talk about mental health,” observes Ada.
Monash University student Xinyu Lu, from China,
says the course helped international students
transition to life in Melbourne.
“The program provided an opportunity for
international students to talk about their difficulties
together, through all sorts of activities. I learnt how
to realise a friend is going through a difficult time,
how to listen to your friends and how to give a hand
to a friend who needs help,” Xinyu says.
The student leaders played an important role in
planning and presenting at a key Conference on Mental
Wellbeing of Chinese Students in June 2019. The event
was a huge success with more than 100 attendees
including education providers, health and community
service providers and international students.
“Attendees actively participated in the discussion
and shared their ideas to enhance the mental
wellbeing of international students. The conference
feedback was excellent, and the event helped raise
awareness of the needs of Chinese international
students within the community,” says Ada.

Grant recipient: Centre for Holistic Health
Project: Enhancing Capacity of International
Post-Secondary Students in Victoria
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